Excitatory amino acid release from contused brain tissue into surrounding brain areas.
The EAA release from contused brain tissue and its effect on the extracellular EAA levels in brain areas surrounding the contusion were investigated with microdialysis technique in the rat. A significant increase in extracellular EAA levels was observed in the contused brain tissue. The EAA increase was significantly greater in the contused brain tissue than in the isolated but non-contused brain tissue. It was further demonstrated that EAAs were released from non-contused brain areas 1-2 mm distant from contused brain tissue. No such EAA release from surrounding brain areas was demonstrated when the cavity was filled with isolated but non-contused brain tissue. The increase in EAAs was attenuated by KYN administered through microdialysis, suggesting that the EAA release from the surrounding brain areas appears to be a consequence that is secondary to the EAA release from the contused brain tissue. Such a diffusion-reaction process is probably mediated by the neurotransmitter actions of EAAs. The results of the present study are of clinical importance, since surgical removal of contused brain tissue and administration of EAA antagonists may serve to protect the surrounding brain areas from EAA neurotoxicity.